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n almost every species where offspring live with their parents in
family groups, they beg or signal to their parents for food (1, 2).
Evolutionary theory suggests that signaling between offspring
and their parents will evolve in response to the environment. At
one extreme, if parents have enough resources to rear all their
offspring, then offspring can be selected to honestly signal their
need for food, so the offspring in the worst condition is fed (1–8).
At the other extreme, if parents only have enough resources to
rear one offspring, then offspring can be selected to competitively
signal their quality or scramble for food, so the offspring in the best
condition is fed (7–14). Empirical data support these predictions:
offspring appear more likely to signal need when resources are
relatively plentiful and quality when resources are scarce (15).
Theory also provides an understanding of when signals of need
between offspring and parents are expected to break down or
become distorted. If the self-interest of an offspring conflicts
sufficiently with the interests of its parents, then it can be selected to exaggerate its need (4–7, 11, 13, 16–20). Increased
competition between siblings can disrupt the alignment of interests between parents and their offspring. Competition between siblings can reduce the benefit of allowing needier siblings
to be fed, selecting for each offspring to try to maximize its own
share of parental resources, such that honest signaling of need is
not stable. Both increased numbers of siblings and lower relatedness between those siblings could lead to greater sibling
competition (4–6, 11, 13, 14, 16–20). Competition between siblings could also lead to exaggerated and dishonest signals of
need, rather than the complete collapse of honest signaling (16).
However, there is a lack of consistent empirical evidence demonstrating that sibling competition leads to either the breakdown
of honest signaling or less honest signals (7, 21–33). One problem is that these hypotheses can be hard to test within a single
species, where there may not be sufficient variation in offspring
number and relatedness.
We exploited the variation in breeding behavior across birds to
test whether offspring beg less honestly in species where there is
greater competition between siblings. We estimated the honesty
of offspring signals by calculating the strength of the relationship
(correlation coefficient) between signals and long-term condition
(Fig. S1) (34–37). “Condition,” “need,” and “quality” refer to the
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1606378113

ultimate fitness effects of receiving additional food; our measures of long-term condition (body condition, health, rank within
the brood and long-term food intake) therefore reflect the total
requirement for food to improve overall quality before fledging
and are likely to reflect both cryptic and public aspects of condition (SI Materials and Methods) (3, 4, 7, 9, 24, 38, 39). An
advantage of focusing on the correlation between signaling and
condition is that correlation coefficients are less likely to be
influenced by nonsocial differences between species, such as
body size, which can affect absolute measures of begging intensity, such as call volume (34). Our hypotheses were based on
signal-of-need models (4–6, 11, 13, 14, 17–20), and so we first
analyzed behavioral signals, such as begging calls and postures,
which are more likely to be signals of need (15). We then analyzed structural signals, such as mouth color, which are more
likely to be signals of quality (15).
Results and Discussion
We compared the strength of species’ correlation coefficients
(effect sizes) between begging intensity and long-term need using
phylogeny-based, linear mixed models, which were weighted by
study sample size (34, 40, 41). A positive effect size indicates that
offspring in worse condition beg more and therefore are more
honestly signaling their need (37). Larger positive effect sizes
suggest a clearer, more honest signal of need. In contrast, an
effect size of zero indicates no correlation with begging intensity,
such that begging provides no honest information about longterm need. A negative correlation indicates that offspring with
less need beg more intensely.
Honesty and Sibling Rivalry. We first tested whether sibling conflict
leads to less honest signaling. We estimated the effect of competition by dividing species into two categories: “siblings present” and “siblings always absent” (42). This categorization
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Offspring survival can often depend on successful communication
with parents about their state of need. Theory suggests that
offspring will be less likely to honestly signal their need when they
experience greater competition from either a greater number of
nestmates or less-related nestmates. We found support for this
hypothesis with a comparative analysis, examining data from
across 60 species of birds. We found that offspring are less honest
about their level of need when (i) they face competition from
current siblings; (ii) their parents are likely to breed again, and
so they are in competition with future siblings; and (iii) parental
divorce or death means that they are likely to be less related to
future siblings. More generally, these patterns highlight the sensitivity of communication systems to conflict between signaler and
receiver while also suggesting that when there is little conflict,
natural selection favors the honest.
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Fig. 1. The presence of siblings is associated with a reduction in offspring
honesty. Data points represent species’ mean correlation coefficients of longterm need and begging intensity for species where parents rear only one (n = 6
species) or more than one offspring per brood (n = 54 species). Positive correlations indicate that offspring in worse condition beg more intensely, providing
honest information about need. Gray lines represent the 95% CIs from the
model, run on the full dataset, controlling for phylogeny and repeated measures. Species with siblings present have a weaker correlation between need and
begging, suggesting less honest signaling of need (Wald = 6.69, P = 0.0097).

represents a true biological distinction, because some species of
birds obligately lay only one egg per breeding attempt (42).
Theory suggests that the difference between brood sizes of one
and two will be substantially large, going from no to appreciable
sibling competition (3, 4). Consistent with this, we found that the
presence of siblings is correlated with less honest offspring: the
relationship between need and begging is weaker in species with
multiple offspring per brood (mean Wald statistic = 6.69, P = 0.0097,

n = 60 species; Fig. 1 and Table 1, model 1). Offspring in worse
condition beg more intensely in species where offspring never
interact with siblings (95% CI of the correlation coefficient =
0.13–0.56, P = 0.0055) than in species where siblings compete for
food (95% CI = −0.02 to 0.22, P = 0.075). Phylogeny did not
influence how honest offspring are (Table S1).
We then examined whether increasing intensity of sibling
competition led to a corresponding decrease in honesty using
data on average brood size. The intensity of within-family conflict may increase as more offspring compete for food in bigger
broods, and this conflict could favor exaggerated signals of need
(13, 17, 18). For instance, offspring sharing a nest with ten siblings
may experience more intense competition than those with only
one sibling. It has also been suggested that parent-offspring
communication can be affected in more complicated ways in
larger broods, with only offspring in the most need selected to
invest in costly signaling (18, 43, 44). We found that the strength
of the correlation between need and begging was lower in species
with larger brood sizes: offspring with more siblings are less
honest with their parents about their level of need (mean Wald
statistic = 4.57, P = 0.033; Table 1, model 2).
We might expect to see similar patterns within species that
exhibit consistent variation in the intensity of sibling competition
if individuals can assess the relative intensity of competition from
siblings in their environment. Consistent with this, offspring of
several species have been found to adjust their level of begging
facultatively: American robins (21), great tits (30), tree swallows
(27–29), and yellow-headed blackbirds (24, 45) all escalate their
begging intensity when competing against more or needier
nestmates. In contrast, barn swallows (33) and black-headed
gulls (31) show the opposite pattern, reducing their begging intensity when faced with more or needier nestmates, and European starling offspring do not change how they beg at all based
on the begging of their nestmates (25, 26). These discrepancies may be due to biological differences between species,

Table 1. Results for all models: fixed effects
Model no.

Results

N species

N study

N observations

1
2

Siblings present y/n
Brood size

F1,71.8 = 6.69, P = 0.0097
F1,31.0 = 4.57, P = 0.033

60

108

336

3

Siblings present y/n
No. of future broods possible
Brood size
No. of future broods possible

F1,67.0
F1,87.9
F1,82.2
F1,83.5

= 8.45, P = 0.0050
= 3.13, P = 0.080
= 11.87, P = 0.0009
= 7.22, P = 0.0087

51

98

317

Siblings present y/n
No. of future broods possible
Full vs. half siblings likelihood
Brood size
No. of future broods possible
Full vs. half siblings likelihood

F1,84.2
F1,95.4
F1,112.5
F1,87.1
F1,86.4
F1,89.6

= 0.42, P = 0.42
= 9.39, P = 0.0028
= 6.94, P = 0.0096
= 3.07, P = 0.083
= 13.09, P = 0.0005
= 5.98, P = 0.016

49

96

314

Siblings present y/n
No. of future broods possible
Full vs. half siblings likelihood
Extrapair paternity
Brood size
No. of future broods possible
Full vs. half siblings likelihood
Extrapair paternity

F1,60.5
F1,58.4
F1,76.0
F1,58.5
F1,66.2
F1,58.3
F1,67.1
F1,58.5

= 0, P = 1
= 3.10, P = 0.083
= 3.77, P = 0.056
= 0.04, P = 0.84
= 3.87, P = 0.053
= 4.94, P = 0.038
= 1.00, P = 0.32
= 0.27, P = 0.61

31

68

230

4

5

6

7

8
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Fixed effects

Mean results (conditional Wald statistics) of 500 ASReml linear mixed models. Models controlled for phylogeny, repeated measures
on studies, and species, and were weighted by study sample size (the number of broods used to calculate the original test statistic).
Fixed effects in bold are significant at the P < 0.05 level and in italics at the P < 0.10 level. Models are grouped by the dataset used for
analysis, as sample size decreased in later analyses due to unavailable life history data.
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Potential future broods
Fig. 2. Conflict with future siblings is associated with a reduction in offspring honesty. Data points show species’ mean correlation coefficient of
long-term need and begging intensity. The number of potential future
broods is the adult life expectancy multiplied by the number of successful
broods that can be reared each breeding season (n = 51 species). The gray
line is the regression coefficient from the model, run on the full dataset,
controlling for phylogeny and repeated measures. Positive correlations indicate that offspring in worse condition beg more intensely, providing
honest information about need. The dashed line at zero indicates no relationship between condition and begging. The correlation between need
and begging is weaker in species where parents can potentially produce
more broods over their lifetimes (Wald = 7.22, P = 0.0087), suggesting that
future reproduction selects for less honest signaling of need.

particularly whether parents or offspring control offspring food
distribution (18, 25). For instance, in black-headed gulls, parents
regurgitate food to the nest floor, rather than distributing it, and
so offspring completely determine food distribution (31). Because offspring control food distribution, they do not fit the assumptions of standard signal-of-need models; instead, theory
predicts that offspring in better condition are selected to decrease, rather than increase, begging when their needier siblings
beg more (18).
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Honesty and Future Siblings. Parental investment is not only shared

within a brood, but also between broods produced throughout a
parent’s lifetime. Therefore, unborn siblings, which may potentially exist in the future, could potentially impact the honesty of
signaling between current offspring and their parents. If parents
are saving resources for future breeding attempts, then this could
make them less responsive to their current brood’s begging, and
hence select for their offspring to exaggerate their signals (3, 6,
46, 47). We estimated conflict with future siblings from the relative number of potential future breeding attempts: adult life
expectancy multiplied by the maximum number of successful
broods parents can raise each year. These data were available for
51 of the 60 species in our dataset, and we controlled for current
sibling competition (brood size) in these analyses.
As we predicted, offspring were less honest with parents in
species where offspring compete against more future siblings.
The correlation between begging and need was significantly
lower in species where parents can rear more broods over their
lifetime (mean Wald statistic = 7.22, P = 0.0087; Fig. 2 and Table
1, model 4), and species with larger broods (mean Wald statistic =
11.87, P = 0.0009). Offspring compete with both their current and
future siblings for resources by manipulating parental behavior
through their begging. Overall, our analysis suggests that the
honesty of offspring signaling varies in response to how parental
investment is distributed over the parents’ lifetime.
Caro et al.
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Honesty and Relatedness to Siblings. When relatedness is lower
between offspring sharing the same parent or parents, there will
be stronger selection to monopolize parental investment and
weaker selection on higher-quality offspring to show restraint in
begging for food (3–7, 13, 18–20, 47). The survival of unrelated
nestmates or brood fails to enhance the inclusive fitness of a
focal offspring. Consequently, we predict that decreased relatedness between offspring will lead to less honest signaling of
need. We examined the consequences of two factors that can
reduce relatedness within families: (i) parents breeding with
different partners, such that all future broods can only contain
half (genetic relatedness, r = 0.25), rather than full (r = 0.50),
siblings; and (ii) parents being promiscuous, such that some
brood-mates are only half siblings.
We determined the likelihood of parents changing breeding
partners by combining the rates of mortality and divorce. Divorce is the rate at which pairs mate with different partners when
both original partners are still present in the population (51). In
nine species where data on divorce rates were unavailable, we
used mating system (lifetime vs. seasonal monogamy) to estimate
the likelihood that parents will breed together again. Because
the divorce rate was estimated in some cases, we binned species

1.0
0.5
0.0
−0.5
−1.0
Full siblings
expected

Half siblings
expected

Fig. 3. Parental divorce and death is associated with a reduction in offspring honesty. Data points represent species’ mean correlation coefficients
of long-term need and begging intensity for species. We divided species by
whether there is a higher or lower than 50% chance that parents will breed
together again in the next year, based on survival and divorce rates (n = 19
species where full siblings are expected; n = 30 species where half siblings
are expected). Positive correlations indicate that offspring in worse condition beg more intensely, providing honest information about need. Gray
lines represent the 95% CIs from our analyses. The correlation between need
and begging is weaker in species with higher rates of divorce and lower
rates of survival, where half siblings are expected (Wald = 5.98, P = 0.016),
suggesting less honest signaling of need.
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We might also expect to see individuals adjusting their behavior conditionally in response to variation in the likelihood of
competition with future siblings. For example, offspring born to
younger parents, with greater reproductive potential, might
make less reliable signals than offspring that represent a parents’
terminal investment (48). Previous studies within species that
produce multiple broods in a season have found such patterns.
For example, European starlings can lay two broods per year,
and offspring only signal need honestly if they are in the second
brood, when parents cannot lay another brood (49). Hihi bird
parents’ response to offspring signals in their first brood decreases if their likelihood of breeding again is experimentally
increased (50).
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according to whether pairs had a higher or lower than 50% chance
of breeding together again. Data on the likelihood of breeding together again were available for 49 of the 60 species in our original
data set, and so we carried out analyses on this subset, controlling for the number of current and future siblings.
Offspring whose parents are unlikely to breed together again,
through either death or divorce, are significantly less honest with
their parents (mean Wald statistic = 5.98, P = 0.016; Fig. 3 and
Table 1, model 6). The number of potential future siblings predicts species’ honesty in this model as well (Wald statistic =
13.09, P = 0.0005), but brood size was no longer significant,
perhaps due to the reduction in sample size (Wald statistic =
3.07, P = 0.083). Overall, this suggests that an increased conflict
of interest, due to lower relatedness between siblings, favors less
honest signaling.
We next looked at whether variation in within-brood relatedness
due to promiscuity also impacts offspring honesty (3–6, 18–20). We
used the percentage of broods with at least one extrapair offspring
as our measure of promiscuity. These data were available for only
31 of the species in our dataset, and so we ran our analyses on this
subset, controlling for the number of current and future siblings
and the likelihood that parents will breed together again. We did
not find an effect of extrapair paternity (mean Wald statistic =
0.27, P = 0.61; Table 1, model 8). Of the control variables, only the
number of future broods remained significant in this model, again
potentially because we are examining a much smaller data set
(mean Wald statistic = 4.94, P = 0.038).
A possible explanation for a lack of a significant influence of
promiscuity is that it selects relatively weakly on honesty. The
likelihood that parents will breed together again could be a more
consistent and reliable predictor of relatedness: although extrapair
paternity may reduce relatedness to a proportion of nestmates,
divorce or death means that all future offspring produced by a
mother or a father must be half siblings (r ≤ 0.25). However, an
experimental study on barn swallows found that offspring were less
honest about their hunger when their nestmates were nonrelatives
(52), and a previous comparative study on 11 species found that
absolute begging intensity was significantly correlated with promiscuity, as would be expected if lower relatedness led to escalation in begging (22). This discrepancy may be because we assessed
changes in honesty, rather than changes in absolute begging levels.
Another possible reason we did not see an effect of promiscuity is
that the influence of sibling number could obscure the influence
of relatedness to those siblings. Specifically, species with larger
broods may be less honest, irrespective of how many of those
nestmates are half siblings (Fig. S2). This effect of brood size is a
specific case of the more general point that local competition can
reduce the importance of relatedness between interacting individuals (53).
Ecology and Life History. Our above analyses explored the link
between life history variables and signal honesty. Previous
analyses have suggested that environmental quality and environmental predictability can also influence the extent to which
offspring signal need (15). If these environmental variables covary
with sibling number or relatedness, our results could have been
driven purely by environmental variation. We tested whether environmental quality and predictability confounded our results in
two ways: by assessing their relationship with life history traits
(Table S2) and by comparing models with and without these
variables (Table S3). We found no relationships between life
history traits and environmental quality/predictability in our
dataset, except for the presence/absence of siblings (Table S2).
The obligate absence of siblings was nested within the “predictable” level of environmental predictability, and so this
relationship was unavoidable. Models that included both environmental predictability and the presence/absence of siblings
had somewhat variable results, as expected if these factors are
13806 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1606378113

partially collinear (models 1, 3, 5 and 7; Table S3). However,
when we used brood size, rather than the presence/absence of
siblings, the coefficients of fixed effects were equivalent across
models, and both environmental factors and life history traits
generally remained significant (models 2, 4, 6 and 8; Table S3).
This result suggests that both life history and ecology influence
parent-offspring communication.
Signaling Theory and Empirical Data. The hypotheses tested here
are based on existing theory that examines the conditions required for the evolutionary stability of honest signaling of need
(3–6, 11, 13, 16–20). These previous models tend to predict that
honest signaling is either stable or not, rather than a continuum
of more gradual shifts between these extremes (43). In contrast,
the empirical data show much more gradual variation, with a
wide range of correlation coefficients between condition and
signaling (Figs. 1–3). Our extrapolation is to take predictions for
when stable signaling is or is not favored (extremes) and use
them to make predictions about how honest signaling should be
(variation across intermediates). This mismatch between the
predictions of theoretical models (extremes), and the patterns
observed empirically (intermediates) has previously been analyzed in the context of sex allocation. Sex allocation represents a
much simpler game theoretic case, where it was found that by
increasing biological complexity, models were able to move from
the prediction of extremes (all or nothing) to the prediction of
more gradual and realistic variation (54, 55). We suggest that
increased biological complexity could similarly lead to the prediction of more gradual shifts in signaling models, and further
theory is clearly required to examine the evolutionary stability of
intermediate levels of honesty (16). Another complication is that
many signaling models predict multiple possible equilibria (56)
without distinguishing which of the possible equilibria natural

Fig. 4. Family conflict is associated with a reduction in the honesty of offspring signals of need. Offspring in species with siblings present are less
honest when signaling need (Wald statistic = 6.69, P = 0.0097). The probability that parents will breed again is also associated with more dishonest
offspring, as the current brood competes against future broods for parental
investment (Wald = 7.22, P = 0.0087). Finally, offspring are less honest in
species where parents are likely to divorce or die before breeding again, and all
future siblings will be half siblings (Wald = 5.98, P = 0.016).

Caro et al.

their future siblings, due to parental divorce or death. These results
suggest that siblings that are not even born yet, and, indeed, may
never be born, cast a competitive shadow back in time, which selects
for exaggerating need to parents. The logical next step would be to
explore how parents’ response to begging is affected by the same life
history factors (6, 49, 50, 58). Longevity and lifetime fecundity have
already been shown to influence other aspects of parental care, such
as how parents respond to nest predators, with species that have less
potential for future reproduction engaging in riskier defense behavior (59). The results of this study suggest that parents within a
stable pair-bond may be selected to be the most responsive parents,
especially if they produce few offspring.

Signals of Quality. Offspring can solicit food using either signals of
need or quality, and the same life history traits may influence the
evolution of both kinds of signals (1, 2). Our predictions were
derived from signal-of-need models, where parents are assumed to
have enough food to feed all their offspring and are selected to
feed the offspring with the greatest need (1–8). In contrast, when
parents do not have enough food to feed all their offspring, they
are expected to pay attention to signals of quality and to feed the
highest quality offspring (7–14). Consequently, we predict the
opposite patterns with signals of quality as those we observed with
signals of need. For example, when relatedness is higher, chicks in
better condition should reduce their signaling to allow related
nestmates in worse condition to be fed. This restraint could create
a situation where chicks in worse condition give more intense
signals—increasing the correlation between need and signals but
decreasing the correlation between quality and signals.
To determine whether signals of quality respond to life history
traits, we repeated our above analyses, but examining structural
signals, such as mouth size or color, which are more likely to
represent measures of quality (15). We could not find an effect
of any of our life history traits on structural signals, whether or
not environmental factors were included as covariates (Tables S4
and S5). Our null result could be because the evolution of
structural signaling is influenced by other factors or because our
sample size was too low to identify true effects: we only had data
on 18 species and had no data on species without siblings present. More empirical studies on structural signals could help
reveal the selection pressures on such signals. Furthermore,
theory that explicitly models offspring signals of quality, without
the assumption that all offspring will survive, is necessary to
generate testable predictions about which life history traits could
influence the evolution of signals of quality.

Materials and Methods
We searched the literature for data relating to the effect of offspring condition on begging intensity, leading to a dataset of 336 test statistics from 108
studies on 60 species of birds (see Fig. S3 for Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) flowchart of study selection, Dataset S1 for the data included in the meta-analysis and life history
references, and Dataset S2 for a list of excluded studies). We included any
reported measures of behavioral begging, such as vocalizations and postures. We also collected data on the effect of condition on structural signals,
leading to a dataset of 140 effect sizes from 33 studies on 18 species. We
included any reported measures of structural signals, such as mouth color or
UV reflectance. We calculated the correlation coefficient between condition
and signals to generate a standardized effect size across studies and species
(34–37). This coefficient varies between ±1, with positive values indicating
that offspring in worse condition signal more, and negative values indicating that offspring in better condition signal more. We assumed offspring
were dishonest if there was no correlation between condition and signal
intensity. We used health, body condition, rank within the brood, and experimental manipulations that affected food intake over multiple days as
proxies for long-term condition (SI Materials and Methods).
We analyzed differences in honesty across species using ASReml linear
mixed models in R that were weighted by sample size and controlled for
phylogeny and repeated measures on studies and species (40, 60). We averaged the results of 500 models using different trees to account for uncertainty in the phylogeny, which we obtained from www.Bird.tree.org,
with both Ericson and Hackett backbones (61). Results relating to random
effects can be found in Table S1. We compared honesty to a variety of relevant life history traits related to sibling completion and relatedness. We
estimated current sibling competition in two ways: (i) presence or obligate
absence of siblings and (ii) mean brood size of the study population, or
species if population data were unavailable. We estimated species-level
competition against potential future siblings by multiplying annual adult
survival and the maximum number of broods parents can raise each year.
We estimated species-level relatedness to siblings in two ways: (i) whether
parents have a better than 50–50 chance of mating together again based on
mortality and divorce rates, leading to half siblings; and (ii) the percentage
of broods with extrapair paternity. We classified environmental predictability and quality following our previous comparative study (15).
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Conclusion
We found support for the prediction that increased conflict between
siblings disfavors honest signaling of need from offspring to their
parents (Fig. 4). Specifically, offspring are less likely to honestly
signal their need when they have more siblings, when their parents
are more likely to breed again, and when they are less related to
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